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Wayne Rooney, 32Red and Scott Davies deserve praise for their sensitive 
approach to problem gambling with 32Red’s ‘Stay In Control’ campaign.

The clip sees former Reading footballer Davies interview Rooney while 
walking around a football pitch.

It drew criticism for featuring 32Red’s logo at the end of the video, which 
was displayed on Rooney’s jacket throughout, with the operator being the 
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shirt sponsor of his current club Derby County, despite the video 
discussing problem gambling.

There are two trains of thought here and you’ll know your 
position the moment you see Rooney is wearing his Derby jacket 
with the logo of the gambling company being visible on the front 
and back of it.

One line of thought will be that it seems counterproductive to have 
a gambling company featuring heavily in a video discussing 
problem gambling. The other would be that it is a sensible 
piece of initiative from 32Red to use such a high-profile sports 
star to tackle a serious societal problem.

My gut response was initially along the first line, but avoiding having 
32Red in the video would be naive: why on earth would Derby allow 
its high-profile signing to appear in a video with its sponsor without 
a club jacket on? It wouldn’t and, for those who do not follow football, 
it helps draw the connection back to Rooney as a reminder of what 
he is famous for in the first place.

Also, what is the harm in having a campaign against problem gambling 
literally being run by a gambling company? The answer is it doesn’t 
actually matter and, if anything, is more powerful.

A logo for 32Red, outside the jumper, doesn’t actually appear until 
the end of the video and just discussing the topic will act as a reminder 
of gambling at any rate, so I don’t see the argument.

It took little time before I became entrenched in the second line 
of thought. The video is made respectfully and, barring the logo on 
Rooney’s jumper, there are very few references to 32Red; it is a 
topic both players, in particular Davies, are emotional about. 

There is also a promotion of Gamble Aware in the corner, with 
a number to call underneath, interspersed with advice popping 
up on the screen in between questions.  

It is a thought-provoking video and honestly very touching, to 
the point it ought to dispatch any cynicism that will inevitably be 
thrown at it.

But then this isn’t about Rooney or Davies discussing gambling, is it? 
Any frustration about this links back to when the former England striker 
agreed to wear the number 32 shirt when he joined Derby.

I don’t really understand the controversy. Yes, it is a connection and 
a high-profile player wearing a number linked to a gambling company       
might seem a bigger promotion. 

But the only boost to promotion came from the articles surrounding 
the controversy, and that is only if you take the ‘there is no such thing 
as bad publicity’ line. 

Take one look at the Derby shirt; 32Red is at the forefront in massive
writing. To suggest those in the stands would see the name of the 
company and not think of gambling, but see the number 32 and think 
of gambling, which only works if you understand what 32Red is, 
seems bizarre.

Meanwhile, 32Red sponsor a number of other English Championship 
sides - so sponsorship isn’t the issue here.

There shouldn’t be any issue with the video. In fact, 32Red, Rooney 
and Davies should receive huge credit for it. If you do feel cynical 
about it, just sit down and really watch it; even as someone who 
has never had the slightest issue with gambling, it was still 
a hard-hitting watch.

The fee Nektan 
has sold its UK 
B2C business 
for ($262,400), 
as it continues 
its restructuring 
process

£200,000 

The year 1xBet has 
been granted a 

national license in 
Nigeria until, by the 

country’s National 
Lottery Regulatory 

Commission 

2024

The fi ne Aspire 
Global Group has 
been ordered to 
pay ($14.6m) in 
retroactive tax 
in Israel

€13.7m 

Senator Joseph 
Addabbo Jr is hopeful 
New York will turn to 

mobile sports betting in 
2020, to help reduce a 

$6bn budget defi cit

$6bn 
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CASUMO LAUNCHES SPORTSBOOK FOR THE UK MARKET
Casumo has expanded its offering 
by launching a sportsbook in the 
UK market.

Casumo Sports, which is available 
on multiple platforms, allows players 
to personalise their betting experience 
by selecting their favourite sports and 
leagues, while removing any others 
from view.

New players will receive a ‘Bet £10 and 
get £10 Free Bet’ offer, with UK Country 
Manager Greg Tatton-Brown adding: 
“It’s a clear and straightforward 
offer, which is aligned with the 
experience the product has been 
developed to provide – sports betting 
made simple.

“I am excited to be able to bring 
Casumo’s approach to UK sports 
fans. We have put the player front 
and centre in the development 
of a sportsbook product that is 
approachable and user friendly.”

The backend of Casumo’s 
sportsbook is supplied by Kambi.

Founded in 2012, the Malta-based  
operator has been a partner with 
English Championship football club 
Reading since last June; the two 
have worked together to support 
responsible gambling and fundraise 
at special events.

As well as displaying Casumo 
on the front of Reading’s shirt, 
half the operator’s adverts around 
the stadium have been dedicated 
to spreading awareness of 
responsible gambling. 

Fundraising has included promoting 
problem gambling advice website 
Casumo Cares during a Reading match 
last month, with shirts being auctioned 
off to raise £3,106 ($4,069) for 
GamCare’s BigDeal program. 

Speaking about the partnership, 
Tatton-Brown said: “With Reading FC, 
we wanted to use the sponsorship 
platform as a way of bringing our 
brand values to life, in support of a 
team and community we care about.”

Australia-based 
PointsBet has agreed 
a 20-year partnership 

to provide online 
gaming and mobile 
sports betting in the 

state of Michigan

20

Decrease in 
Mohegan Gaming 
& Entertainment’s 
full-year revenue 

in Connecticut, 
to $992m

7% 

Betway had a YouTube advert 
banned by the Advertising 

Standards Authority because 
it included a footballer 

under the age of 25

25
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GAN OPERATOR REVENUE UP 189% FOR Q4 2019
GameAccount Network (GAN) saw 
gross operator revenue of $120.8m 
for Q4 2019, an increase of 189% 
year-on-year.

The supplier also saw a 95% 
increase in active player days, with 
a total of nine million for the period.

Average revenue per active player 
days was $13.43 for Q4 2019, up 
48% from the previous year.

GAN mainly attributed its growth 
in revenue and the number of active 
players, to the popularity of sports 
betting in the US and the cross-selling 
of casino sports bettors to 
casino gaming.

Dermot Smurfit, CEO of GAN, 
said: “Continued year-on-year 
growth rate experienced in 
Q4 demonstrates our platform 
technology’s ability to scale 
successfully for our diverse clients 
of real money US internet gambling, 
simulated gaming, as well as our 
long-standing Italian clients.

“The fourth quarter benefitted 
from a strong seasonal demand 
during the NFL season; cross-selling 
of US sports bettors to internet 
casino gaming in the states of New 
Jersey and Pennsylvania; and the 
launch of sports betting in the 
state of Indiana.”

The growing popularity of sports 
betting in the US has seen GAN 
expanding its partnership with 
FanDuel to include Indiana after 
the state legalised sports betting 
in May last year.

The supplier’s deal with FanDuel 
also includes Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey.

The Q4 results support a solid 
Q3 report, released last October, 
when gross operator revenue 
rose 203% year-on-year to $80.9m. 
The same results showed the 
supplier delivered revenue of 
$40.6m to its clients, up 269% 
from 2018.

THE WEEK IN QUOTES

Serge Mukhanov, CEO of 
Connective Games, on the company 

attaining its UK license

 “We are delighted to have
received certifi cation from iTech 
Labs and to offer our popular 

Texas Hold’em game to UK 
operators and their players”

“We are incredibly grateful to 
have been invited by Nasdaq to 
participate in this iconic event 

ushering in new era for Newgioco”

 Mike Ciavarella, Newgioco CEO, 
on his scheduled ringing of the 

Nasdaq Stock Market’s opening 
bell on 14 January
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RB CAPITAL CO-FOUNDER: STRUCTURE OF THE 
DRAFTKINGS SBTECH DEAL WAS “QUITE SMART”
Julian Buhagiar, Co-Founder of M & A 
funding brokerage RB Capital, discusses 
DraftKings’ planned acquisition of SBTech 
with Gambling Insider.

Broadly, what was your initial reaction 
when you first heard the rumours about 
the deal?
It’s interesting that the acquisition isn’t 
being made by either party. It’s being made 
by a special purpose acquisition vehicle 
[Diamond Eagle] and that in itself is quite 
important for the US market, because it is 
going to start unleashing a new trend over 
the next two to three years.

What do you think the impact is going to 
be for Kambi, which currently supplies to 
DraftKings?
Kambi is still going to be good, let’s be 
clear. In my view, this makes Kambi an 
acquisition target now. But if they lose the 
deal with DraftKings and don’t replace that 
revenue, the valuation could be affected. 
Right now, they have a good runway and 
they can make that mandate clear to any 

would-be buyer, that they have sustainable 
revenue in the short term. But they then 
need to supplant that with some good 
alternate streams. DraftKings have not 
announced any notice to terminate the 
deal [with Kambi], at least not as far as we 
know, so those revenues seem guaranteed 
and I think that is leverage on DraftKings’ 
part as well to ensure the SBTech deal goes 
through well. I think DraftKings extended 
the contract with Kambi back in August 
to ensure they did get the deal they 
wanted from SBTech, and now they are 
still continuing to have that relationship 
to ensure SBTech actually do everything 
in their power necessary to ensure this 
acquisition goes through. 

Do you think it makes more financial 
sense to purchase and bring SBTech in-
house as opposed to outsourcing it?
in this case, it did make a lot of sense, 
because I believe they can save money 
doing that. I think at that stage you need 
to question whether your operational 
expenses need to be that high.

Timo Mastelinck, Global Head of 
Sponsorships at Kindred Group, 

on the operator’s donation of 
its handball exposure rights 

“Donating our exposure rights 
during the EHC games played in 
Norway to ENALMH follows our 
efforts to raise awareness of 
mental health across Europe”

A LeoVegas spokeperson 
speaking with Gambling Insider 
when confirming the UK closure

of its Royal Panda brand

“It is correct that Royal Panda is 
leaving the UK market. We are 

focusing on the LeoVegas and other 
Rocket X-managed brands for the 
UK market going forward. Those 
brands are performing better in 
the UK market and therefore we 

want to invest in them rather 
than in Royal Panda”
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JAPANESE LAWMAKER ADMITS TAKING $9,250 
BRIBE FROM 500.COM
Japanese lawmaker Mikio Shimoji 
has admitted taking a ¥1m ($9,250) 
bribe from Chinese gambling operator     
500.com to assist his campaign in 
the 2017 general election.

The bribery scandal came to 
light in December, after another 
lawmaker who campaigned for 
the introduction of casino resorts 
in Japan was arrested on suspicion 
of receiving ¥3.7m in bribes from 
the operator.

Five lawmakers have since been 
questioned in relation to accusations 
of bribery.

Speaking at a news conference 
in Okinawa, Shimoji admitted an 
employee in his office had accepted 
an envelope containing the ¥1m 
around October 2017, which was 
not declared in campaign or political 
funds and expenditure reports.

Operator 500.com has since 
announced its Director and CEO, 
Zhengming Pan, has temporarily 

stepped down from his role until 
the investigation into alleged illegal 
money transfers is concluded.

Zhaofu Tian, 500.com’s previous 
Chief Technology Officer, has been 
appointed as interim CEO. 

The operator has formed a special 
investigation committee to assess 
the situation in Japan.

Shimoji was a strong proponent 
for the introduction of integrated 
resort projects in Japan, but has 
insisted he never tried to persuade any 
government agency to favour 500.com.

He has since said he will consider 
stepping down from his role in the 
Japan Innovation Party.

The Tokyo District Public 
Prosecutors Office is investigating 
if the five lawmakers received money 
in violation of the political funds 
control law, banning donations from 
foreigners or foreign organisations.

All other lawmakers have denied 
the allegations up to this point.

THIS WEEK’S 
WINNERS AND LOSERS

DraftKings – Announced the renewal 
of its partnership with the Madison 

Square Garden Company

WINNERS

Sporting Solutions  – Will supply Norsk 
Tipping with its pricing and risk 

management services after securing 
a tender with the Norwegian 

state-run operator

The Gambling Commission – Has released 
a list of organisations operators must 

make an annual fi nancial contribution to, 
for the prevention of problem gambling

LOSERS

Off shore Ghanaian operators  – The Ghana 
Football Association is to take action 
against unauthorised operators that 
took bets on its major competitions

GGIntel – The Manchester-based esports 
company secured investment from 

Betfred Founder Fred Done
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IL RISES, OH TOO

Illinois casino revenue grew 5.62% year-on-year for 
December, benefiting again from strong growth at Casino 
Queen, Churchill Downs and Rush Street’s Rivers. 

Factoring out those casinos, state revenue would 
have declined 1.17%. 

Rivers continues to benefit from the addition of 
120 gaming seats as part of the property’s move to 
a land-based facility. 

The casino grew 17.67% for November, when the 
additional seats and move took place. 

Ohio gaming revenue grew 2.03% to $169.320m 
for December.

Jack Entertainment led multi-property companies as 
Thistledown and Jack Cleveland both grew, with Thistledown 
growing double digits for the sixth straight month. 

Jack Cincinnati took an 8.05% tumble. 
The property, which was acquired by Hard Rock in 

September, will be rebranded Hard Rock Cincinnati in 
the spring. 

December had eight Fridays and Saturdays this year 
versus nine last year, but had an equal number of Sundays.

REVENUE (M)MARKET/PROPERTY

CHICAGOLAND

% CHANGE

$10.139 -2.79

$15.255 -2.44 

Aurora Hollywood (Penn)

$93.988 +7.53 Chicagoland total

$8.568  +9.81  Casino Queen, E. St. Louis

$3.938 -7.33Alton Belle (PENN)

Harrah's Joliet (CZR)

$9.532Joliet Hollywood (Penn)

ST. LOUIS

$12.506  +3.77 St. Louis total

$14.085 +9.85 Elgin (ERI)

$44.978 +17.45 Rivers (CHDN/Rush Street)

$5.984 -3.15East Peoria (BYD)

$5.354 -6.75Rock Island (Del North)

$124.302 +5.62 State total

$6.471 +2.41 Metropolis (CZR)

-6.74

ELSEWHERE

$23.609 -5.18 Penn National

$21.725 -1.05  Caesars

MULTIPLE PROPERTY COMPANIES:

REVENUE (M)MARKET/PROPERTY % CHANGE

$10.157 +7.01 

$10.791 +7.21 

Hollywood Dayton (Penn)

$15.717 +0.97  Scioto Downs (ERI)

$19.271 -0.31  Jack Cleveland (JACK)

$17.844 -0.19 Hollywood Toledo (Penn)

$19.596 -0.84Hollywood Columbus (Penn)

Hollywood Mahoning Valley (Penn)

$22.234MGM Northfield Park (MGM)

$17.730 -8.05Jack Cincinnati (Hard Rock)

$16.145 +8.45  Miami Valley Gaming (CHDN/Del North)

$7.651 +9.46 Belterra Park (BYD)

$12.184 +11.95 Thistledown (JACK)

$169.320  +2.03  State total

+1.95 

OHIO:
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PADDY MCDERMOTT
PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR, 
SPORTCALLER

McDermott assesses free-to-play’s 
emergence as a reliable retention tool,

across a landscape of regulatory change  

The clenched fist of regulatory control around the 
mechanics of sign-up bonusing has progressively been 
putting the squeeze on operators. It’s less a race to the 
bottom, more a downward spiral into oblivion for the 
once-familiar industry staples of matched deposits, 
free bets and price boosts. 

While many understandably view the bonusing of 
customers as just an industry tool for CRM, certain news 
publications have fueled the fire that this “targeting” is 
somehow predatory and unethical.

In the face of such persistent negative headlines, 
the search has been on for a genuinely mature and    
sustainable new way to acquire and retain customers 
against the backdrop of more stringent compliance.        
That’s before we get to the considerable costs of even 
offering those free-bet and enhanced-odds promotions.

You reap what you sow to some degree though, and 
considering the obscure long-form terms and conditions 
of some of the aforementioned sign-up offers, this is no 
time to cue the violins. Money back moved from cash to     
free bets, the maximum “refunds” continue to slip and 
narrow time limits for usage exclude or restrict more and 
more customers.
    Small wonder, then, that there’s been a perception of  
an uneven playing field? A move on to pastures new would 
clearly benefit both sides of the fence.

It was therefore only a matter of time before operators 
committed to making the corrections to usher in a new, 
more responsible era. After all, these shifting sands can 
all combine to create a progressive, in-touch industry. 
Ultimately, this progress will ensure operators and 
their supplier partners can operate with confidence 
and probity in regulated or newly regulating markets.

Amid the collapsing scenery, free-to-play games are 
increasingly offering the flexible framework with which to 
support engagement, responsibility and compliance; retaining  

a healthy playing base, no matter where you stick your pin on  
the map from the regulatory standpoint. Just have a peruse  
of the investor presentation for the Flutter Entertainment Stars 
Group merger, which has cited free-to-play games as one of 
six standalone verticals, alongside more familiar faces like the 
exchange, poker and casino. 

When it comes to a hyper-local approach, no one 
has embraced FTP functionality more than Kindred  
Group. Indeed, tasked with creating the industry’s first  
FTP platform was the only way for us to win their recent 
free-to-play procurement process. Having rolled out their 
first game in August last year, they have now deployed in   
excess of 600 games in 17 countries and 13 languages.

Elsewhere, although Coral only operates games in the 
UK & Ireland marketplace, Correct4 has allowed it 
to tap the retention well with a game that checks all the 
requirements for an ongoing successful FTP – quick-fire, 
intuitive, featuring easy trigger prizes and personalised, 
contextual bet prompts.
    The central difference in this prediction game versus its 
rivals is the prize pyramid: £50 ($65.72) for all four correct 
answers, a £2 free bet for three and a £1 free bet for two.

This game has taken free-to-play away from the 
established jackpot route and firmly into the realm 
of player retention.
    Not only does this game serve to reward returning  
players, it also serves a soft marketing purpose in keeping 
existing customers engaged without any requirement  
to deposit or bet with cash.

Bridging the gap between massive jackpots and 
rewarding multiple players was FanDuel’s massively 
successful Sports Equinox game. This offered a share 
of the jackpot to all players that got at least 20 of 26 
moneyline results correct across the weekend; with a 
high number of short-priced teams the jackpot was 
guaranteed to pay out. Nevertheless, FanDuel increased 
the jackpot, based on the outcomes of interim sporting 
events, from an initial $250,000 to a final figure of $500,000.

These are just some of the reasons why free-to-play is 
managing to set up its own robust stand next to bonusing’s 
house of cards. A new independent vertical for enhanced 
recruitment strategy, reactivation and retention has steadily 
emerged, promoting effortless gameplay on mass-appeal 
sporting events and enduring engagement.
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